Residential Services, Inc. (RSI) is hiring Direct Support Professionals (DSPs) for our adult foster care homes in Mora, Cambridge, North Branch, Taylors Falls and Princeton. Part-time positions available with competitive pay and comprehensive benefits. No prior experience is required to get started in this exciting and rewarding field!

RSI has been working in communities in Minnesota since 1978 in home and community-based settings for people living with disabilities and mental illness, providing a range of services catered for individuals of all ages, identities, and abilities. We believe that all people, regardless of their disability, can live successfully in a community-based setting given the proper supports.

**Qualifications**
- Must be 18 years of age
- Must maintain valid driver’s license with no restrictions
- Must be able to pass a background check
- Passionate about improving the lives of others

**What DSPs do**
DSPs provide individualized services to people with disabilities and/or mental illness who are living in home settings. The people who receive services from RSI rely on their caregivers to provide a safe living environment and to help meet all of their physical, emotional, social, medical, spiritual, and recreational needs and wants. DSPs assist in a variety of day-to-day tasks based on the individual needs and goals of the people they are caring for, which could include medication administration, household duties, assistance with personal hygiene, and community activities such as shopping, concerts, going out to eat, movies, fitness, outdoor recreation, and more.

**What you will learn as a DSP**
DSPs at RSI gain a diverse range of skills that will help jump start careers in many different fields, including social services, human services, psychology, education, healthcare, physical and occupational therapy, communications, and much more.

**Apply now!**
You can apply online by visiting our employment website at [www.rsi.jobs](http://www.rsi.jobs). You may also fill out a paper application at any of our office locations or give our Human Resources Department a call at 651-674-5689 ext 5002.

RSI is an Equal Opportunity Employer